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Evilution - Brink DVD

  

Splatter and zombie movies are a dime a dozen so here is your next dime.  The

premise of the movie is an alien life form that can posses the living and resurrect

the dead has been discovered and the army wanted it so to speak.  The ability to

reanimate dead soldiers on the battlefield is tempting but as usual things go awry.

Next thing you know it has invaded soldiers and turned them on each other and the

gory killing has commenced.  Lo and behold a scientist, played by Eric Peter

Kaiser, makes off with the last sample of the alien and is in for a treat when he

tries to use it on others.  After escaping the lab he hides in a decrepit apartment

building filled with gang bangers, ex cons, low life’s etc and there he sets up shop. 

He discovers a female to fall for, played by Sandra Ramirez, and the mayhem

proceeds.  You have the basis for the movie so why should I give it away.  I will

say for the most part the acting is bad, very bad.  The only saving grace is Eric

and I felt sorry for him.  He seems to be a good actor and he deserves better. 

Sandra I think was put in the movie for eye candy alone as her acting skills are on

par with my youngest daughter, very transparent and you know she is faking

whatever she is doing.  If you are out for a flick that is just for blood play and

mindless zombies then you are all in otherwise this is a must avoid unless you

have a little time to kill and you are on house arrest.

  

by Jeffrey Easton

  

http://www.evilutionthemovie.com/

  

Buy Evilution!
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